Desorption corona beam ionization source for mass spectrometry.
A novel Desorption Corona Beam Ionization (DCBI) source for direct analysis of samples from surface in mass spectrometry is reported. The DCBI source can work under ambient conditions without time-consuming sample pretreatments. The source shares some common features with another ionization source - Direct Analysis in Real Time (DART), developed earlier. For example, helium was used as the discharge gas (although only corona discharge is involved in the present source), and heating of the discharge gas is required for sample desorption. However, the difference between the two sources is substantial. In the present source, a visible thin corona beam extending out around 1 cm can be formed by using a hollow needle/ring electrode structure. This feature would greatly facilitate localizing sampling areas and performing imaging/profiling experiments. The DCBI source is also capable of performing progressive temperature scans between room temperature and 450 degrees C in order to sequentially desorb samples from the surface and, therefore, to achieve a rough separation of the individual components in a complex mixture, resulting in less congestion in the mass spectrum acquired. Mass spectra for a broad range of compounds (pesticides, veterinary additives, OTC drugs, explosive materials) have been acquired using the DCBI source. For most of the compounds tested, the heater temperature required for efficient desorption is at least 150 degrees C. The molecular weight of the sample that can be desorbed/ionized is normally below 600 dalton even at the highest heater temperature, which is mainly limited by the volatility of the sample.